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Rock River Arms returns to
the 1911 platform with a bold step forward . . .
The timeless 1911 design, updated to utilize
the most modern of materials.

RRA 1911-POLY
Production Pistol

Basic Limited .45 ACP

RRA 1911-A1
Production Pistol

Basic Limited .45 ACP

RRA 1911-A1
Production Pistol
Basic Limited .45 ACP

In 1996, brothers Mark and Chuck Larson founded Rock River Arms in 

an 1,800 square foot shop in Cleveland, Illinois. Mark and Chuck 

togetherbrought over 40 years of varied experience in the firearms 

manufacturing industry into their new endeavor. Rock River Arms soon 

developed a reputation as one of the finest builders of hand fitted 

custom 1911 pistols, and their NM frames and slides set new industry 

standards for tight tolerances, fit and finish.

The brothers soon turned their manufacturing expertise and attention 

to detail into producing custom. 223 caliber "AR" style rifles. Their 

initial focus on tightening up tolerances and improving the fit, finish 

and reliability of their rifles was rewarded as the Rock River Arms NM 

A2 Rifle quickly gained popularity among high-power shooters. Today, 

operating out of approximately 50,000 square foot (and growing) 

state-of-the-art facilities in Colona, Illinois, the company is roducing a 

full line of custom rifles, parts and accessories, all built with the same 

focus on providing the finest fit, finish and function at a reasonable 

price. The quality and reliability of Rock River Arms firearms continues 

to win new admirers. The U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) 

and Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) put a variety of different 

manufacturer’s rifles through an exhaustive trials process, and based 

on those trials awarded Rock River Arms with a 5 year contract as their 

primary supplier. Since that time Rock River Arms has received

additional federal contracts.

Rock River Arms remains committed to continuing to provide it's 

civilian, law enforcement and military customers with the kind of 

custom products and services on which it's reputation has been built.

“YOUR PROFESSIONAL PARTNER
  FOR SAFETY & SECURITY EQUIPMENT”

STANDARD CONFIGURATION
5 Inch 1:16 LH Twist Chrome Moly Barrel Polymer Frame and
Polymer Mainspring Housing Steel Frame Insert / Steel Slide
RRA Overmolded Pistol Grips with a Variety of Options
Beavertail Grip Safety / Commander Hammer
Aluminum Speed Trigger RRA Dovetail
Front and Rear Sights Parkerized
Finish / Weight 2.04 Pounds

RRA 1911 POLY .45 ACP
Comes with
two 7 Round Mags,
Polymer Holster,
Polymer Mag
Loader, Lock,
Fitted Case, and
RRA Warranty.

STANDARD
CONFIGURATION
RRA Forged NM frame with
beveled mag well Your choice
of 20, 25 or 30 LPI checkered
front strap RRA Forged NM 5 inch
slide with double serrations
RRAlow mount hidden leaf rear
sight RRA dovetail front sight with
under cut, fully profiled to radius of
slide Lowered and flared ejection port
Tuned and polished extractor and extended
ejector RRA Match aluminum speed trigger with
crisp 3.5 lb pull Match Commander hammer and
match sear Serrated slide stop, ambidextrous safety,
Beavertail grip safety.

Flat mainspring housing with 20, 25 or 30 LPI checkering Throated RRA 
barrel and bushing Polished feed ramp, two piece recoil guide rod Super 
Rosewood grips, lustrous blued finish, with one magazine Tuned for total 
reliability, guaranteed to shoot 2.5 inch groups at 50 yards with 185 grain 
Federal Gold Medal Match Semi-Wadcutter

STANDARD
CONFIGURATION
RRA Forged NM frame with beveled mag well 
Your choice of 20, 25 or 30 LPI checkered front 
strap RRA Forged NM 5 inch slide with double 
serrations Heinie or Novak rear sight with 
tritium inserts RRA dovetail front sight with 
tritium inserts Lowered and flared ejection 
port Tuned and polished extractor and 
extended ejector RRA Match aluminum speed 
trigger with crisp 3.5 lb pull Match 
Commander hammer and match sear Flat 
mainspring housing with 20, 25 or 30 LPI 
checkering Beavertail grip safety with raised 
pad Tactical mag catch, tactical safety, 
standard recoil system Throated RRA barrel 
and bushing Super Rosewood grips, 
parkerized finish, with one magazine Totally 
dehorned for carry Tuned for total reliability, 
guaranteed to shoot 2.5 inch groups at 50 
yards with 185 grain Federal Gold Medal 
Match Semi-Wadcutter


